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Congratulations on your choice of 

quality flooring from Rusta! 

Rusta guarantees the original purchaser that: 

- The surface of the laminate flooring will not 

wear through as a result of normal use 

during the warranty period. See the 

warranty for each individual flooring. 

 

- The laminate flooring is not stained by 

common household chemicals. 

This warranty is valid under the following 

conditions: 

- The flooring is properly installed according 

to the instructions for each flooring and on a 

suitable surface. 

 

- The flooring is cleaned regularly as directed. 

 

- The flooring is used under normal conditions 

in an indoor environment. If the flooring is 

installed in an environment that is not 

recommended in the laying instructions, the 

warranty does not apply. Never install the 

flooring in wet rooms or outbuildings. 

 

- Any damage to the flooring is not caused by 

improper handling, excessive force, fire or 

water damage. The flooring has not been 

cleaned improperly or with the incorrect 

cleaning products. 

 

- Any damage to the flooring is not caused by 

normal wear and tear, such as scratches, 

abrasions or tears. 

 

- Any complaints regarding wear concern an 

area of at least 1cm2, the damage is fully 

visible and fully worn through. 

 

- Any complaints regarding laminate boards 

with design flaws, fitting faults, or surface 

defects must be submitted and the relevant 

item replaced before the flooring is laid. If 

incorrect boards are fitted, the warranty is 

not valid. 

 

 

 

- Any damage claim must be submitted in 

writing along with pictures, with a detailed 

description of the damage or problem. The 

written claim must be submitted to Rusta 

along with a purchase receipt and proof of 

warranty with the relevant complaint period 

in accordance with the Swedish Consumer 

Purchases Act.  

 

- Rusta reserves the right to change and 

improve the product. 

 

- Rusta determines if any damage is covered 

by the warranty. 

 

- Rusta does not permit other persons to 

create further obligations or liabilities in 

connection with this product. 

 

- Where Rusta accepts the claim, Rusta will 

replace the flooring entirely or in part, 

depending on the damage, or replace the 

flooring with a similar product from Rusta’s 

range. For repaired or replaced flooring, the 

warranty applies for the remaining warranty 

period. 

 

- Rusta disclaims all liability for other damage 

in connection with the laying of flooring. 

 

Care instructions 

Laminate flooring should never be sanded, 

varnished or waxed. Light dirt is easy to 

clean up with a brush, vacuum cleaner or 

dry mop. Stains are best removed using a 

damp cloth. Use a mild detergent suitable 

for laminate flooring when wet mopping and 

dry with a cloth. Laminate flooring should 

not be treated with soap, floor wax or 

polish, as these products only form a film 

and attract dirt and dust.  

 

 

https://www.rusta.com/se/

